LED lights
LED MINI 15W
LED MINI 30W

USER GUIDE

FY3580
FY3581

LED MINI

Welcome to the FOMEI family!
Before first use, read this manual first.

If you have any questions, fell free to contact us:
E-mail: sls@fomei.com
Website: www.fomei.com

Warning before use:
1. Make sure that the product is intact and that there are no missing parts.
2. In case of damage, contact a professional service FOMEI.
3. Keep the environment dry and ventilated when using the product.
4. For the best performance of the product, keep the product clean by clean.
5. Do not scratch or apply pressure to the product.
Safety warning:
1. Keep this product out of reach the rain or humidity to avoid damage or injury.
2. Do not disassemble the product. In case of damage contact a service FOMEI or contractual
service with trained professionals.
3. If the product is disassembled, you will not be covered under warranty.
4. Do not use the product in extreme temperatures (+ 50C).
5. The product is not suitable for children.
6. Do not plug/unplug when the power is still connected.
7. Do not burden light more than necessary

RECYCLING
This product contains electronic parts. Do not throw it into the rubbish bin, take it to the
electronic recyclation facility. Please, protect our planet.
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A. ABOUT PRODUCT

LED MINI lights are compact and high performance LED lights designed for photography
and video shooting. They find their use primarily in creative lighting of small scenes or
shooting interviews, when a portable and compact light source and strong luminous flux
are needed. It is easy to handle the light and at the same time the light can be attached
to a light stand. The light is very quiet due to passive cooling, which is sufficient for normal
light operation in most conditions. Color temperature of the light is 5 600K.

B. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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1. Control knob
2. Hotshoe mount
3. NP-F slot
4. AC adaptor connector
5. Stand mount
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1. Handle
2. Tilt
3. Control box mount
4. Stand mount
5. Control knob
6. Power button (AC-off-Batt)
7. AC adaptor connector
8. V-Mount
9. Light angle knob
10. Control box connector
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C. PRODUCT USAGE

LED MINI 15W
1. Make sure the light is off before connecting the cable or battery.
2. You can use the light from your hand or mount it on a stand.
3. Connect the cable / battery and turn on the light.
4. Light output power can be adjusted from 0% to 100% using the rotary knob.
5. Light beam angle can be adjusted by flaps.
6. Optional accessory kit for light: Catalog number FY3582
6.1 Accessories include: Color filters, flaps, Honeycomb grid, spherical
diffuser, snoot reflector with honeycomb grid and softbox
LED MINI 30W
1. Make sure the light is off before connecting the cable or battery.
2. You can use the light from your hand or mount it on a stand.
3. You can hang the separate control unit on the stand by the catch cord or attach it
directly to the light arm.
3. Connect the cable / battery and turn on the light.
4. Light output power can be adjusted from 0% to 100% using the rotary knob.
5. Light beam angle can be adjusted by turning the knob on the back of the light.
6. Optional accessory kit for light: Catalog number FY3582
6.1 Accessories include: Color filters, flaps, Honeycomb grid, spherical diffuser, snoot
reflector with honeycomb grid and softbox

LED MINI accessories
FY3582
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Power

15W / 30W

15W 0,5m 3750 / 1m 993 / 2m 275
30W
Flood: 0,5m 9420 / 1m 2310 / 2m 591
Spot: 0,5m 34700 / 1m 8290 / 2m 2130
Color temperature 5600K
LUX

Voltage

AC (AC 100V-240V) / V-Mount

Size (L x W x H)

CRI

15W: Ø 10 x 11.2 cm
30W: 18x14.5x26 cm
15W: 538g
30W: 1,5Kg
95+

LED diods

1x15W / 1x30W LED chip

Weight

E. RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

LS-10B Stand
FY3512

LS-13B Stand
FY3513
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FOMEI HT filters
ZC8490 - ZC8496

LED MINI

D. TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

FOMEI s.r.o.
Machkova 587
500 11 Hradec Králové
sls@fomei.com
www.fomei.com
FOMEI Slovakia s.r.o
Za Kasárňou 1
831 03 Bratislava
info@fomei.sk
www.fomei.sk
FOMEI Servis
Tel.: +420 495 056 505
E-mail: servis@fomei.com

